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The Meaning
Anarchism

of

•
THERE has been bloodshed between Anarchists

and Stalinist Communists in Catalonia. Many
an: asking: (I) Is there so deep-rooted a differ-
ence of principle as to provide a philosophical
basis for a physical clash? (2) What is the funda-
mental principle of 'Anarchism? (3) If the Anarch-
ists have a definite and different philosophy, will
it work in this wicked world? I pTOpose to con-
trast Anarchism with Socialism and Communism,
confining my use of the word Socialism to include
points where Socialists and Communists agree. The
Socialis ts say:
The State has been formed on a class basis to

preserve the domination of one class by the
enslcvemcnr of the others. To achieve liberation,
therefore, we must get possession of the State.
When we become masters by election or by insur-
rection we will abolish its "raiscn d'etre" which is
the division of society into a posscssing and an
exploited class. Then the State will wither away
and will give place tl} an economic administration,
which will no longcr·have to safeguard the privi-
leges of a minority but to minister to the needs of
all. ,But to abo!ish the State one must first cap-
ture It and use It to destroy the cause which has
given it birth - the inequality between the
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majority whi~h produces everytl~ing an~ the
minority which consumes a dispropor tionatc
amount of the product of the majority's labour.
That is why it is all-important to secure the elec-
tion of as many M.P.'s and Municipal Councillors
as possible. Tl:eir installation will mean. so much
less to accomplish on the day of revolution, when
we shall have in the persons of our elected repre-
sentatives guards within the citadel to throw open
the gates to us.
To this the Anarchists reply:
The State contains a corrupting influence in

itself. The people has always been deceived (when
it hasn't been machine-gunned) by the revolution-
aries whom in its ignorance it has hoisted to
power. Consequently, to destroy the State, onc
must not begin by becoming the State; for so one
becomes automatically its preserver. One becomes
so by force of circumstance, without conscious dis-
honesty, inevitably, because things appear under a
different aspect and so many difficulties and duties
crop up that no revolutionary turned politician
call remain a single-minded revolutionary. The
State corru?ts the purest and the best. So to keep
our revolutionary virtue, we must not expose our-
selves to its pernicious infection. It is not from
above, with the machinery of the oppressive State,
that one can abolish class-society. It is from
below that we must wage the war against the privi-
leged class and undermine the foundation of their
privileges.
"We will expropriate them by law," say the

Socialists.
"Wc can do without you and your laws," reply

I
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any popular front, groups and elements are accep-
ted whose economic interests run counter to those
or the Proletariat. In the .r;il~W'who compose it
there are intellectual and moral aflinities, which
may dis~£pear under pressure. It is dangerous to
placeI'll/en between the appeal of their conscience
and reason and the appeal of these interests. These
fragile affinities cannot exist in the groupings of
anarcho-syndicalism; stronger than any bond of
sentiment or of reason there is a bond of interest
which unites them, the only solid and stable bond
of unity.

The Socialists reply that Anarcho-Syndicalist
propaganda, just because it makes flank attacks
and raids on Capitalism, because its primary object
is the defence of local and regional interests, is
inadequate to make conscious revolutionaries.
Anarcho-Syndicalism is good for guerilla but
unsui tcd to serious organised warfare. Its efforts
must automatically he lacking in concentration.
Co-ordination and centralisation of effort can he
the work only of a party whose horizon is not
limited to a town or an industry but embraces all
the complex factors of a national or international
situation. In our common interest of the revolu-
tion. Socialist and Anarcho-Syndicalist action must
combine.

The Anarchists answer the Socialists: "Where is
YOllr logic? You assert that in the society which

. you intend to build economic groupings will be
the only ones and public authority will be limited
to the necessary administration to ensure the pro-
duction and distribution of objects necessary to
men's existence. Why then wait for the revolution
')u .•.11, I,.
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the Anarchists. "We know how to strip the bour-
geoisie by direct action. Our direct action is a
series of attacks incessantly renewed, delivered at
onc point to-day and another to-morrow; an end-
less sequence of major and minor crises, schooling
the exploited ill practical war against the exploiter
and preparing them for the final crisis of the
general suikc, We feel no need of voting to im-
pose masters on ourselves. We are anti-parliamen-
tarians, abstcntionists, In one thing we are faith-
ful Marxists: Did not Marx say 'The emancipa-
tion of the workers must be the work of the
workers themselves'? Well, we are workers and
we will emancipate ourselves. As for you Socialists
who offer to liberate us, if we listened to you we
should only prepare one more disillusionment for
the proletariat. For, once become a government,
you would do to us who are the people just what
every government has alwavsidone."

It would seem that the Anarchists have justifica-
tion for their mistrust, not only in the lessons of
history but in the nature of things. Anarcho-
syndicalism applies energy at the point of produc-
tion; its human solidarity is cemented by the
association of '{hciiC in common production un-
diluted by mere groupings of opinion. Aflinity of
interests IS more stable and more powerful than
affinity of opinions. Disunity begins where differ-
ences of abstract opinion can no longer be har-
monised and resolved in collective work. We can-
not surrender the cause of human freedom to any
combination of incongruities, to any 'popular
front' whose incompatible elements can guarantee
nothing but the obligation to compromise. In
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to give to economic groupings their vital creative
Iuuciion? Let them take the importance to-day
they will have to-morrow. You admit the State
is the effect of class exploitation and its function
is to maintain it. We prefer to attack the cause.
Leave the workers to fight their own battle on
their own ground. Don't ask them to saddle them-
selves with political masters, who the day after
they conquer State power will want, like all
conquerors, to remain the masters.
Between employer and worker there is a hrutal

vis-a-vis.
Against the tremendous power of the State one

must stoop to tactics; .sornetimcs one has to com-
bine these tactics with those of other Parties. The
proletariat finds it hard to follow these long-range
operations, or it gets concerned with their detail,
missing their whole scope: thus it risks contract-
ing a political habit of mind, which slowly atro-
phies the revolutionary spirit.
The working-class, economically organised, is

sufficient unto itself. It only needs to he conscious
of its power; electoral and parliamentary combina-
tions can only delay the day of self-realisation."
Stcklov, in his history of the First International,

speaks of the split in it as caused hy the past of
the international proletariat rising in revolt
against its future. He means by this that Bakunin
and the Anarchists thought it was possible to
jump straight from the decay of feudal aristo-
cracy, which from 1848 began definitely to col-
lapse in favour of bourgeois industrialism, to the
proletarian revolution.
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"The broad masses of the workers," says
Steklov, "[or the time led astray by Bakunin,
returned to the broad river of Inrcrnational
Socialism." Dare we reply that the broad river of
revolutionary destiny, [or a time mapped correctly
by Marx ove.r a stage of its course, shows signs of
reverting to a deeper bed charted by the genius
of Bakunin.
Marx was, "par excellence," the prophet of the

industrial proletariat; any developments depend-
ing solely on that proletariat had to await its
growth and class-conscious solidar ir.y; and that
growth and solidarity had to await in turn the
maturity, not to say the over-ripe bursting, of the
bourgeois order. This patien t dependence on
ripening external conditions gives to Marxism an
element of fatalism in sharp cont.rast with the
unconditioned spon.tanei.ty of Anarchism.
"Anarchism does not wait. It acts in the indi-
vidual and in small groups to build up social
forms, which shall be, as near as possible, cm-
bryos of the fully-developed Anarchist society."*
"Hope deferred maketh the heart sick," and

any philosophy of action preaching present revolt
as the best preparation for future revolution on
a wid5i sc~le starts with an appeal to the fighter
.and lli'-;VHt of action rather than the theoretician,
which is psychologically sound. To the seer the
Kingdom of Heaven is always at hand, and its
proximity calls for immediate preparation. And
though the seer is generally wrong in }.)ts time

"'"hr(v

. * Quoted from "Spain and Anarchism," pamphlet
',r\ltenyly) issued by Anarcho-Syndicalist Union, 4, Gold-
hawk Mews, W.12.
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forecast, he is often more l-igh t than the scien tist
about the fundamentals of cataclysmic change.

Bak unin was a seer, Marx a scientist. Bakunin
was greatly influenced by the just and elemental
protests of the peasants ruined hy dawning
Capitalism, and he believed he could enlist the
revol ting bourgeois intellectuals in the service of
complete social liquidation. He was wrong as to
time. But Marx was wrong in his scientific belief
that revolution would spread automatically out of
the most highly industrialised countries. The
revolt not of Germany or France but of Ireland
and Russia during the Great War is one up [or
Bakunin's rajJjJOrt with elemental hlNil'"and onc
down for Marx's analysis of the scientifically-
conditioned mass.

"What l " I hear someone exclaim. "You place
the Irish National Rebellion on a par with the
Russi an proletarian rcvol u riou and use both to dis-
credit the accuracy or Marxian analysis! What
heresy run to insanity is this?"

J ust a minute, friend; I am pleading for two
thin)!;s: spolltaneolls voluntarism versus scientific
social conditioning, and the elemental vitality
retained by a peasantry, as indispensable features
in rcvo lu tion , I am suggesting that though the
industrial proletariat has the strongest incentive to
make a revolution, they are too mechanised and
lack the vital force ever to do so unaided, and
that therefore a social science based Oil industrial
economics alone as the det~l11ining factor is inevit-
ably misleading. Do the facts support me or do
they not? Has successful revolution ever been
ach-ieved in a highly-industrialised country? It
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has not. If we analyse the factors in the most
recent revolutions we are familiar with, those of
Ireland, Russia and Spain, in conjunction with the
frustration of revolution in highly-industrialised
countries, we may have to conclude it is 30lnething
deeper than bad tactics and treacherous leader-
ship which has thrown out our calculations. Per-
haps the Marxians and even Marx have omitted
elemental and human Iactors, which can expn.:ss
and manifest themselves better through the
vehicle of Anarchism. I am not saying Marx was
wrong. Obviously he was very largely right. I am
suggesting that he did not say the last won] about
the individual and collective 'unconscious" when
he interpreted so scientifically the consciousness of
the industrial proletariat.

If we compare the Irish and Russian revolutions,
the former has two advantages over the more
exclusively proletarian nature of the latter. It pre-
ceded it in t ime, the Dublin Rising of 1916 ante-
dating even the Kcrcnsky Revolution hy about a
year, and it surpassed it in voluntarism. It was
essentially an insurrection of a conscious and
voluntary minority forestalling and creating mass-
conditions rather than await their ripening. If
Nationalism has any function in paving the way
for International Revolution, Ireland showed that
function at its hest. In Ireland, Republican
Nationalism combined with Irish international
Socialism (Connolly and the Citizen Army) against
the common Imperial enemy, -and in so doing
made the only repudiation of the Great War in
Western Europe long hefore the chaos and social
military breakdown caused by the war compelled

,,
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that repudiation, as in Russia, and later to some
extent in Germany.
This voluntarism, scorning to calculate conse-

quences and creative of new mass-conditions, is
tile essence of ;\narchiml with its distrust of
l\i;\i,)ri;il's ;llh\ ''['i\\\1"i,'1\ nuj,niLlirl'" a1\,1 us
respect [or spiritual quality rather than numerical
quan t itv, The Anarchist recognises, implicitly if
not explicitly, that there are two reasons, one
emotional and creative, arising from inner-spon-
taneity, the other "rational" and dead because its
premises are in the past or present status qllo and
it is therefore reduced to calculate consequences in
terms of the past or present status quo rather
than create new forms.
The State-worship of Communism and Socialism

has its source in the failure tQ,lay enough stress
on the inner spontaneity of lin~WCand a con-
sequent enslavemen t to outer externalised forms,
such as the State as the source and key of power.

i/,Q(llo(1{(rMan's only road to real fr~c;~lomlies in the volun-
t , tary co-ordination of hi~"t'maximum individual

spontaneity. All social panaceas that seek to super-
sede that co-ordinated spontaneity, even as a
means to the alleged end of .restoring it, must lead
not to freedom but to the loss of such freedom as

t~.\.f'''' " fl ~ ,man h~s~Schieved and to increasing depths of
tyranny.

,~.
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PART 11

~ HAVING brought the Anarchism v. Socialism
~rgllment, wi,rh which tl:is artic.le opened, to
HO' \,,,ydH)hl~\c\1 and pIHhl"\lphlc\\ lu-ad. let

\1:\ apply it t,) IC,,'l\t hi"hll) ill ~1',\l1l: \<.','(\1\

history still pregnant with problems of world-
shaking importance.

1)'" "0/,1,/(,
If rrian's 'inner spontaneity is a factor of impor-

tance in revolution, increasing in direct ratio with
the mechanical perfection and international con-
solidation of the forces of Fascist repression, are
we not apt to overlook the surprises in the
unknown destiny of fi1t~~/tnour scientific forecasts
of the mechanical destination of society? May not
our oversight damage our insight into unexpected
factors in revolutionary development? We must
not divorce the spiritual qualities of a people from
our scientific assessment of their place in economic
evolution. Almost we might say that if human
spontaneity has to become more dynamic and
intense to triumph over intensified and univer-
salised reaction, each succeeding revolution must
be more Anarchist in its principle and practice
than the last. Socialistic centralisation would thus
become counter-revolutionary in effect and have
latent affinity with counter-rev!Jlutionary forces,
~1O .matte.r how revolutionary its slogans or even
Its tntcnuons, (\'.' , r ,."-- "" 1---'I Now Spain 'is I deeply [impregnated with the
psychology, the principle and the practice of
Anarchism. It would, I think, be false to insulate
this principle and practice of Anarchism from the

,iI
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Spanish racial characteristic of human dignity.
The sense of human dignity seems to be consub-
stantial with every Spaniard and undoubtedly it
inspires the Anarchist goal of general freedom
and solidarity and the educational voluntary asso-
ciative methods leading towards it. The situation
in Spain to-day compels us to ask the question:
What is the surest guarantee against the triumph
of Fascism? Is it the Anarchist p~,ychology and
tradition of the Spanish people expressing itself
in its own Anarcbo-Syndicalist forms or is it
centralised State Socialism imposed, or alleged to
he imposed, in the interests of maximum military
efficiency and the maximum efficiency of produc-
tiou to feed the llghtilig fronts? May not this
efficiency be too clearly hought, if it is bought at
the price of damping the revolutionary enthu-
siasm of the Spanish people and splitting their
re\'olutionary unity even in the interests of a
unified command? One might even add with
trepidation a further question: Whither is this
State centralisation in the interests of Spanish
"democracy" leading? \Ve are assured it is aimed
at, and will lead to the speedy defeat of Franco.
I lavc 110t the Second and Third Internationals
agreed to meet to further that most desirable
ohject? So, I note, have the Ambassadors of the
capitalist Powers already met and conferred with
the Valencia GoVe.rIlment., Let us hope they have
agreed to co-operate in. -lhe speedy defeat of
Franco. That, however, is uncertain. One thing
is certain. Anarchist leaders have been displaced,
imprisoned, murdered, groups of Anarchists have
been massacred hv Socialist-Communists and the
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Anarchist idea of revolution, collectivisation ol
industry and as far as possible the agricultural
village-communities, is being stopped and undone.
The Anarchists had defeated not only Franco 1Il

Catalonia but had superseded the economic order,
which Franco is fighting to save and restore. Now
the Socialist-Communists arc saving and restoring
it instead, not for him, of course, but to speed up
his defeat. Meanwhile large sections of the Spanish
people have misunderstood; things were too
puzzling.

When they saw their workers' military and ccono- ,'.
mic committees dissolved, their workers' 1)olicc' ,'ll,I, 1-,«,
abolished, themselves disarmed and finally the
telephone building which they had WOIl by
repeated attack from the Fascists in July, forcibly
seized from their syndicate by the Government
assault guards, they came out OIl the streets and
erected barricades, They thought their revolution
was being destroyed instead of saved. Their mis-
undcrstandi mr was increased by the arrival of
French and British warships in Barcelona and the
landing of French marines, while the open allies
of Franco, the Germans and Italians, continued to
blockade them outside the three mile limit. The
strange coincidence of the arrival of the French
and British warships just at the moment when the
workers came out on the streets to save a revolu-
tion they believed to be threatened, has been
mixed IIp in their simple proletarian minds with
the previous fact that the French and British had
been blockading them all along under cover of a
non-intervention pact and that the Valencia
Government sent troops and threatened to send

13



more to suppress what they thought was the
defence of their revolution.
These simple people have been called "unc~n-

troll abies." In point of fact they were very easily
controlled and went back to their work after six
days of almost entirely defensive fighting. One
can oul y hope they will not regret their docility.
I note that the epithet "uncontrollable" is

reserved for my Anarchist comrades. Their fellow-
criminals in the joint misunderstanding are mostly
"Trotskyites." A "Trotskvite," so far as I under-
stand the term, is someone who thinks Marx
meant what he said 'when he spoke of the neces-
sity o[ the dictatorship of the proletariat in the
transition period from Capitalism to Communism.
Mr. Emile Burns. in his book Communism, Capi-
talism, awl the Transition, has put the matter in
a nursucll, not only as regards what should happen
in theory but what actually did happen in the
Russian Revolution. lIe might have been writing
01' the revolution that the simple Spanish "Trot-
skvites" thought they were defending. "All
executive positions," writes 1',,1r.Burns, "which
had formerly been filled by appointment from
above had to be made elective and the elected
persons had to he subject to recall at any moment
hy the bodies that elected them; therefore from
the first day of the i:evolution the command of
the ,:rmed forces was taken over by elected
deputies: the factory workers were armed and
fought all the most vital battles; the officials in
State Departments were replaced by workers; the
managers in the factories were replaced or con-
trolled by councils of workers; the existing Law
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Courts were abolished and Workers' Courts with
elected judges took their place; wherever Soviet
order was established, elected workers' committees
took the place of appointed officials."
Now that is precisely the kind of order that the

Spanish "Trotskvites," in common with the
Spanish "uncontrollables," thought they were
fighting to preserve and maintain [rorn May znd

'I .:: to 7th in Barcelona.
~:i';'.'~. But I would hate to he thought a "Trotskvite,"
1,,: .', for I remember it was Trotskv who helped toIx smash all that sort of thing at Kronstaclt. So Ir:' ~ must perforce be an "uncontrollable."
I!;: \Vhat is the difference between a "Trotskyite"
,to .~ and an "uncontrollable" I expect I am simple,
;F" . too, but I will give the only definition my simplicity'·t can rise to. 1\ Trotskyite is a Marxist who has
~. stuck to Marx, who believes, [or instance, that it
I~, is their converging or conflicting economic
If!· j interests which will determine sooner or later--
It~iperhaps sooner, alas l=-wherhcr the Capitalist
:~ .~. "democracies" will or will not help the Spanish
I~;\' people. led by the present Valencia Government,
\Ii_" to defeat Franco and the relics of the clerical
1(;,,. aristocratic order, which he seeks to preserve.
ttf!: Not being a Marxist, I offer no opinion.
~:.. And an "uncontrollable" is al~ Anarchist who
S··· has stuck to Anarchy and who IS not, therefore,l-: primarily concerned with the shades or strata of
I,.' Capitalism. but with revolution by direct action;
:\ who believes with Marx indeed that the eman-
it :,' cipation of the workers must be the work of the

\ workers themselves, but with Bakunin, Kropotkin,
Malatcsta, that free humanity must be substituted
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for the State, and that wherrAnarehists-take.nart ..~~
in a Government, they allow themselves to be
<deflected from their proper task and become cor-
rupted by association with an instrument of
tyranny. The first false step in Spain was the
association of Anarchist leaders with the Govern-
ment and the State. Had they given all their
energies to co-ordination and unified command of
C.N.T. collectives and Anarchist military units,
instead of sacrificing Anarchist principles and
control to compromises with a Government, the
uncontrollables would have remained in control
of themselves and ready for co-ordinated action
with other sections instead of being sacrificed to
a State dictatorship through a political party.
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